Vertical Lift Door with Backup Casings and Return Jambs
Model EFD-VLM
Left-Hand Counterweight
Exterior Pull Handle with Interior Recessed Handle
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1. ELEVATION - SWEEP BOTTOM VERTICAL DOOR (EXTERIOR)
2. SECTION - SWEEP BOTTOM VERTICAL DOOR
3. ELEVATION - SWEEP BOTTOM VERTICAL DOOR (INTERIOR)
4. JAMB - SWEEP BOTTOM VERTICAL DOOR
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Opening Height = 6" + 2"
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Opening Width = (Opening Height x 2) + 1'-0"
Opening Width = 6"
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ELEVATION - HIGH SILL VERTICAL DOOR (EXTERIOR)
SECTION - HIGH SILL VERTICAL DOOR
ELEVATION - HIGH SILL VERTICAL DOOR (INTERIOR)
JAMB - HIGH SILL VERTICAL DOOR
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13 SILL DETAIL – SWEEP BOTTOM
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